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Si l lyPoint is a brand new  f resh and 
ex ci t ing w ebsi te and magazine 
dedicated to Engl ish crick et. We'l l  
bring you new s, v iew s and opinions al l  
about the Engl ish game. Hope you 
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ABOUT ME

I?l l  star t  by tel l i n g you  a bi t  abou t  m y back gr oun d  

w h i ch  i s I?m  a 23 year  ol d  f r om  M an chester  an d  

have been  a m assi ve cr i ck et  geek  si n ce 2004.

 As a r esu l t  of  m y hom e ci ty  an d  i n f l uen ce f r om  m y 

dad  I  n atu r al l y  becam e a suppor ter  of  Lan cash i r e 

bu t  n ot  un t i l  som et i m e af ter  I  w as a fan  of  En gl an d . 

M y l ove of  spor t  spr eads acr oss pr et ty  m uch 

an yth i n g f r om  footbal l  to r ugby an d  even  boxi n g. 

Af ter  m uch thought  I  deci ded  to tak e the p l un ge an d  

cr eate m y ow n  cr i ck et  w ebsi te. Now  fol l ow i n g on  

f r om  that  I  have deci ded  to expan d  to i t 's ver y ow n  

m agazi n e. 
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New  Zealand vs England  
1st Test
New Zealand 615 - 9 declared (201.0 overs)

England 353 & 197 all out (96.2 overs)

New Zealand win by an innings and 65 runs.

Key t alk ing point s
England are going t o need t im e w it h t he bat  and ball.

Before this series began England and Joe Root stressed that 
they were changing their ways when it came to how they 
wanted to approach test match cricket. Similar in fact to the 
rhetoric that came out post the 2015 World Cup about how 
they were going to approach one day cricket. With that team 
however came huge changes in personnel within the team 
and players who had the ability to play in the new approach 
were brought in.

With this test team it?s pretty much the same group of as 
before under Bayliss so it will take time to gel and for 
everyone to become comfortable within their roles. There was 
some evidence on the first day of England applying 
themselves for test match cricket in a much more productive 
way but that allusive 150+ score by one of the batsmen was 
still missing. You can?t overnight turn from a decent team to a 
world class winning machine and with the preparation for the 
Ashes in two years starting now they need to be given time. 

A similar message is needed for the bowlers with such litt le 
experience in bowling in these conditions. I would hope 
England give the two Lancashire uncapped bowlers a chance 
in Hamilton as it would be some great experience for two 
players who may be invaluable in Australia.

England needs t o m ake a decision w it h Root .

I personally like the fact that they?ve announced their captain 
for the period leading up to the next Ashes series in two years 
time. For the last couple of tours down under we?ve had an 
inexperienced captain who has struggled to cope with the 
pressure so it would be nice to have a guy whoever that may 
be whose had a decent run at the job leading up to it.

The management?s backed Root to be their man which means 
you would hope some deep and meaningful conversations 
have taken place about whether Root wants the job. There?s 
no question that clearly the job is impacting on his ability with 
the bat so is he needs to be honest; is he enjoying the role or 
is he fretting about it at night for example.

New Zealand vs Aust ralia should be a great  ser ies.

Over the festive period the two neighbouring sides will go at 
each other over the course of three tests matches including 
the Boxing Day test match. With New Zealand currently sitting 
above Australia in the rankings it?s sure to be fantastic test 
match cricket with some real quality in conditions both teams 
are comfortable in.

Early reports suggest that New Zealand will be well supported 
as many kiwi fans are taking the opportunity to see their team 
in a Boxing Day test at Melbourne for the first time in a 
generation. As well as the traditional seasonal games there is 
also a pink ball test at Perth which is sure to generate a lot of 
interest and really crown the new Optus Stadium in Perth as 
an international venue.

The pit ch at  t he Bay Oval was rubbish for  t est  cr icket .

Those of you that follow SillyPoint?s Twitter account will know I 
had a mini rant during the final day about the pitch used for 
the first test. This is nothing to do with England loosing or 
being foreign conditions to them but more with the state of 
test cricket worldwide. It?s not so much that it was so flat it 
became difficult to take wickets on but also that it was so slow 
that batsmen couldn?t time the ball and the scoring rate rarely 
got above three resulting in long passages of stalemate.

The television commentators explained that this was an 
excellent pitch with one saying that the first four days for the 
audience is like eating vegetables, something that has to be 
endured. What an interesting was to treat your customers by 
saying are product has to be endured for four out of the five 
days. Utter rubbish.   

Back in the English summer the pitches and conditions were 
just about perfect with a balance between bat and ball. The 
good batsmen could score runes i.e. Smith and Stokes and the 
top quality bowlers could get rewarded as well. The matches 
were an ideal length with two going five days and two 
finishing in four. In terms of how to sell test cricket I finish my 
argument by saying when in doubt look at what sold so well in 
2005.  



New  Zealand vs England  
2nd Test

New Zealand 375 & 241 - 2 (75.0 overs)

England 476 all out (162.5 overs)
Match drawn

Key t alk ing point s
Should England have been slight ly m ore advent urous w it h 
t heir  bow ling select ions?

Well with the advantage of hindsight the answer to that is 
almost definitely yes with the fact that New Zealand managed 
to draw the match and didn?t lose a wicket on the shortened 
final day. Not to mention that the hosts bowling attack at the 
Bay Oval took over twice as many wickets as England?s who 
struggled to adapt to conditions. The reasons to try out the 
raw pace of Mahmood or the leg-spin of Parkinson were 
stacking up then but who do England decide to go with, Chris 
Woakes and no spinner.    

Woakes is a player with an incredibly modest overseas record 
with the kookaburra ball and someone who England knows all 
about. In the future their might be very limited opportunities 
to blood young players so will England regret this 
opportunity? For Parkinson he will probably make his debut in 
Sri Lanka in the spring and Mahmood may get an opportunity 
in South Africa over the festive period or back in the English 
summer so all may not be lost yet.

Archer  is st i l l  learning w it h Kookabur ra ball.

For someone with the natural ability of Archer his low wicket 
tally across the two test matches will come as a massive 
disappointment. He shouldn?t get to downbeat however as 
very few players have gone abroad to very alien conditions 
and nailed it first time. England over the next two years do 
need to learn how to best utilise his ability and figure out how 
best to use him to avoid the criticism they received in the first 
match.

The pitches in New Zealand were as slow as anything around 
the world, fortunately senior bowler Stuart Broad was on 
hand to point out that there should be more pace and bounce 
in countries like South Africa and Australia. I?m sure Jofra 
Archer will show the same quality overseas that that he 
showed back in the English summer in the coming tours.

Rory Burns looks l ike he?s nailed down one of  t he opening 
posit ions.

After a productive Ashes series back in England where Burns 
managed to score his maiden international hundred the 
winter was always going to be a time where the Surrey man 
would be looking to nail down his England career. With a 
couple of starts in the first test match and putting the second 
innings dismissal to one side Burns looked in good touch and 
on another flat pitch in Hamilton his first innings century 
looked inevitable.

Not since Alastair Cook way back in 2006 has an opening 
batsmen been able to fix his position at the top of the order 
so England will be heavily relived that finally someone has 
been able to break the dry spell. Having spent so long looking 
for a partner for Cook it may now seem the search has 
changed to a partner for Burns.

Just as a side note on the issue of Burns is if results this winter 
don?t go Joe Root?s way watch out for the clamour for Burns to 
be made captain. With his experience of being County 
Championship winning captain he?s sure to be the next cab of 
the rank.

New Zealand was well wor t h t he 1-0 scoreline.

Finally New Zealand like in last week?s post look like a well 
oiled team in their home conditions. Their batsmen 
appreciate the advantage of first innings runs and the bowlers 
bowl aggressive wicket taking lengths.

Going to Australia will be a big test as the Aussies don?t often 
loose in their home conditions but The Kiwi?s should be 
tougher opposition then Pakistan were in the recent series. 
The outcome of the series may come down to how affective 
Williamson and Taylor are with the bat for New Zealand and 
whether they can get them up to decent first innings scores. 
Only time will tell but it should be a cracking series hopefully 
on some decent wickets for test match cricket.
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Next  Mont h

Team  of  t he decade

Who m akes your  play ing 11 f rom  t he 
past  t en years. Get  t h ink ing before 
nex t  m ont h 's edi t ion of  t he Si l lypoin t  
m agazine. 

Sout h Afr ica vs England

Get  t he lat est  f rom  England's t our  of  
Sout h Af r ica over  t he f est ive per iod.

More fun and gam es.

Don't  forget  t o send in your  m essages 
and com m ent s for  t he social page.     
(Page 20)
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So I?ve decided to take the plunge on the issue of The 

Hundred and write about it, perhaps because I?ve taken 

leave of my senses or just like the trouble who knows? I 

feel Twitter where most of the current debate is being had 

isn?t the best forum and it?s not just The Hundred debate 

that is becoming toxic on the platform. To make a strong 

case whilst at the same time sympathising with your 

opponents is near impossible with the amount of 

characters allowed and the ease at which you can just 

enforce your own opinion by creating an echo-chamber is 

scary. So with that in mind I?ve decided to write in full my 

argument about the Hundred in a post  in the first ever 

Sillypoint magazine. 

 

So you know my background from the opening pages me 

but what about The Hundred. Well I?ll get to the point 

which is I quite like the idea. I will though start by talking 

about the areas that I?m not so keen on so please don?t 

press back in a moment of anger and rage. Despite the PR 

getting slightly better as we head towards the start of the 

tournament there?s no denying that the concept was 

shoddily presented to the wider cricketing public.



DOWNSIDES TO 
THE HUNDRED 

 

A press release in the middle of the afternoon with litt le explanation 
and no platform to receive questions and deal with concerns 
frankly was a bit poor. The drip feeding of explanation and at times 
mixed messages have been held against The Hundred ever since by 
the naysayers. 

 

Colin Graves is an interesting character; a former England captain 
described him as being a ?typical Yorkshiremen? when he expressed 
too much of his opinion on a West Indies side when he first got the 
job in 2015. He?s someone who doesn?t particularly mince his words 
and says whatever he?s thinking which some may say as leader of 
the ECB he shouldn?t be doing. At times his loose lips have given 
people the opportunity to nitpick into what he has said and ignore 
the general context of what he?s said, but more on that later. 

Another aspect to the tournament I?m not a fan of is that it will clash 
next season with the 50 over domestic competition. Downgrading 
the tournament will surely reduce the quality of 50 over cricketers 
in this country and hamper England?s chances in future 
tournaments because of it. This however from the following year 
will likely change to the County Championship which I much prefer 
and will explain later on.      



PURPOSE OF 
COUNTY CRICKET

 

Now to the bit most of you probably won?t like reading, but I hope my opening olive branch of me 
meeting you halfway by saying what I don?t like about The Hundred will encourage you to carry on. As 
much as I am a Lancashire fan and enjoy going to watch them play in all forms I can see the major 
problems with county cricket and how it just isn?t meeting any of its purposes. 

The purpose of county cricket will vary depending on your point of view and what you think is most 
important. Largely I imagine you fall under at least one of these categories; to provide quality players for 
the national team, prepare current England players for international duty, to entertain county members, 
bring new people into the game or to make money.  

Being completely honest about the current form of county cricket I just don?t think it?s doing particularly 
well at meeting any of those purposes. I?ll start with the first one which is providing quality players for 
England and I?m sure everyone would agree that over the last couple of years England?s test team has 
struggled especially playing in alien conditions. Now The Hundred obviously won?t fix this on its own 
because the bigger solutions may be held in the type of pitches that are prepared and what type of ball 
is used in the championship. The issue of red ball cricket being pushed to the bookends of the season 
could however be helped by The Hundred as Ashley Giles has hinted at playing the two together.  

This is something that is simply not possible with the Blast due to the amount of players that the 
tournament uses. In fact it helps with most of the issues including preparing England red ball players 
such as Burns, Crawley, Sibley, Andersen and Broad. It also gives a player such as Stokes or Buttler who 
play all forms the choice of playing a championship match before a test match if they so choose. 

This also must be an improvement for county members who can watch red ball cricket in the height of 
the summer. I strongly feel that championship cricket shouldn?t be played in the test match grounds in 
front of over 20,000 empty seats. It?s a horrible look compared to that of out grounds where a much 
more festival/community atmosphere is generated.  

Taking 2-3 rounds which are currently played in April and putting them in August is surely the closest 
thing to a solution there is. With that and the new found popular streaming service of county games is 
the best way to grow the County Championship. Obviously some money would need to be spent on the 
facilit ies at the out grounds to get them up to scratch. 



WHY CITY BASED?
 I?ll talk about finances a litt le later but now I want to get into the specifics of The Hundred 
compared with the Blast and how cricket fits into today?s society. I think to call teams after 
counties in the year 2019 is a bit old fashioned and not really something young people generally 
engage with especially where a lot of the major test grounds are (in cities).  

I?ve recently spent the last few years at university and out of everyone that I?ve met and asked 
where they?re from only one person has said a county, that?s because this particular person is 
from a remote part of Norfolk. Now I know this isn?t exactly proof my litt le experiment but I 
encourage you to have a go at asking your kids, nieces, nephews or grandkids where they 
identify with being from to see their response for yourself. 

I?m now going to try desperately hard not to offend anyone here but it?s certainly a generational 
thing identifying with a county. The chances are if you can remember a time before the 1970?s 
boundary change you probably still think of yourself being from a county but due to devolution, 
modern culture and football the cities have taken over. No one thinks of Oasis coming from 
Lancashire or god forbid UB40 coming from Warwickshire and let?s not forget that the likes of my 
home ground Old Trafford isn?t anywhere near Lancashire.  

I actually wish that more of the teams were named after the host city for instance in Nottingham 
I feel they?ve tried to make everyone happy but in turn made no one happy. Trent Bridge is next 
to two big football teams named after Nottingham right in the heart of the city so it would be a 
perfect opportunity.  

Staying with the cities theme and another reason I think the switch is a good idea is that cricket 
probably currently does better in what political analysts may call Conservative heartland. The 
shires and villages and the more upmarket places where people can afford Sky, membership 
and the equipment are perhaps not where cricket needs to concentrate its efforts.     

In and around cities and more deprived areas cricket seems a lot less relevant, this is where a lot 
of the ECB?s target market is for The Hundred. Large south Asian communities where cricket 
already is very popular but the Blast has been unable to connect with is a real area where The 
Hundred can come into its own. The tournament will replicate popular tournaments such as the 
IPL and PSL which are already hitting the spot in these communities.  

We?re already seeing the positive impact of reducing the amount of teams to eight by the fact 
that it allows more money to be spent per team on marketing. I?m sure even the most 
anti-Hundred person there is has probably come across some form of advertisement for their 
closest team, the PR is only likely to get bigger the closer we get to the tournament beginning. 
Not to mention that with only eight teams and one game a night all the matches can be televised 
which will create a much stronger narrative for casual fans.  



CHANGING TO 
100 BALLS
 So having talked about why I feel a change to 
city based competition is better let?s talk about 
the actual 100 balls idea. The ECB claim they 
did research into how to make cricket more 
accessible which I?m sure everyone would 
agree isn?t a bad idea for a governing body to 
talk to people about the barriers that stop 
them from becoming customers.  

As to what I eluded to earlier this part 
probably wasn?t too well managed by the ECB 
and professional journalists have talked about 
the fact that this research wasn?t published. 
The findings that the ECB talk about appear to 
make sense for me. They say the message 
they got back was the Blast goes on to late 
which in 2019 quite a few matches were going 
on till around 10pm and cricket can be a litt le 
complicated.  

Now ok the actual flesh of the research hasn?t 
been exposed by the ECB but surely those 
findings aren?t too surprising and are what you 
would generally expect to hear. 10pm is late 
for school children and families to be out till 
and that?s just when these matches are 
finishing. As for cricket being too complicated 
well if you think cricket is simple compared 
with other sports then you?ve spent too long in 
the game, sit someone who knows nothing 
about cricket in front of a scoreboard and ask 
them to explain it to you.  

In the wake of the announcement of the 
format Colin Graves was perhaps a litt le too 
loose lipped when talking about the fall in 

interest for cricket from children. People said 
he was talking nonsense because they took his 
words literally which they had the right to do 
as you would like to think that the chairmen 
would be a litt le bit more careful about what 
he says. This did however deter everyone 
away from the point Graves was trying to 
make which was absolutely correct that cricket 
had become irrelevant among much of the 
younger generations.  

This argument is well supported by facts such 
as lowering participation figures, WWE 
wrestlers being more recognisable and the 
age demographic of test match viewers (hence 
why Specsavers sponsor the test?s). A lot of 
talk has been about why there is still the need 
for The Hundred after such a successful 
summer in 2019. Well we probably had a 
bigger breakthrough summer in 2005 which 
went nowhere because the ECB weren?t ready 
to build upon it.

 Next year there won?t be a World Cup final 
that goes down to the wire on channel 4 nor 
will Ben Stokes pluck victory from the jaws of 
defeat in an Ashes test match. It?s surely a 
cheap excuse to not have The Hundred and 
certainly failing to learn anything from history. 
It was after all in the ECB?s vision to build on 
what they were hoping would be a successful 
2019 summer which is why they waited till 
2020 to launch it. 



TERRESTRIAL TV
 Now comes the big fish argument in terrestrial television. 
Before the format of hundred balls was announced the BBC 
did post an article talking about how the ECB were under 
pressure from broadcasters to find a way to shorten T20 
because they were worried about the time being taken at the 
IPL. I have since struggled to find the article but did manage 
to find a similar one from around the same time in the Mail 
Online. 

Mixed messages have come out about whether this is true as 
Tom Harrison played it down on BBC radio but Colin Graves 
did confirm it in parliament a few weeks ago. The truth 
probably lies somewhere in the middle as the BBC would not 
have been happy with having to show eight matches at the 
very minimum requiring three hours of coverage over a six 
week window.  

There is very litt le precedent for that sort of programming on 
terrestrial TV and made the chances of the cricket venturing 
onto BBC 1 a complete impossibility. Another point worth 
remembering is that the ECB will want the BBC to continue 
to show cricket beyond the current agreed contract and 
cricket fans in this country know all too well what happens if 
you don?t try and adapt your product for terrestrial TV.   



EVERYTHING WRONG 
WITH THE BLAST
 Now let?s look at what we already have in the T20 Blast as most opponents of new 
tournament say we already have a successful short format tournament why change it? 
Well just is it though? First of the bat as I?ve already explained it needs a lot of space in 
the calendar so no other form of first team cricket can be played. Secondly it makes very 
litt le money, according to Simon Hughes by adding up all the counties balance sheets 
you reach a loss of £2.4 million and that?s after The Hundred?s cash injection from the 
ECB, plus £180 million worth of debt floating around county cricket.  

Wow a modern sporting tournament making that litt le money, must be dare I say 
?mediocre? especially comparing it to its counterparts around the world or to other 
sports. On Twitter I saw a Hundred hater say that calling our teams after counties was 
the Blast?s USP, well I?m afraid it just doesn?t sell.  

The attendances aren?t good I?m afraid and this is where English cricket?s small sport 
mentality really shows at the joy of having a crowd of 4-5 thousand. That is a small 
number for a sporting event and leads to the blast of having an average attendance of 
around 7,000 in 2018 (according to Wikipedia, if you don?t trust it I?m happy for you to 
find your own figure but I?m sure it won?t be anything higher then 10,000). Japanese 2nd 
division football got a higher average that year and in cricket the Big Bash is around 
20,000 and the IPL is 30,000. The Blast then coming in way short and we need to do 
better as even the women?s big bash has a higher average attendance.  

The set up with the percentage of matches shown on TV in the Blast is very low and 
often there can be five or six games being played at once with only one of them on Sky. 
This means for the rest of them very poor quality video clips is all fans have in terms of 
watching any of the action. This is just another area that the Blast lags behind other 
tournaments and The Hundred will rectify it.  

Another position that is held by many is scrapping The Hundred and putting the same 
amount of Blast games onto terrestrial TV. This will not have the same impact as nine 
games is barely a drop in the ocean for the amount of matches that are involved with 
the Blast. No narrative will be told over the weeks and not even every team will be 
shown. The BBC apparently isn?t keen anyhow on showing county cricket. 



 Now I?m sure if you?re a Hundred bashing county member you?ve 
probably stopped reading a few hundred words ago but I want to 
finish with a hearts and minds appeal. I do genuinely think an eight 
team tournament based in the country?s biggest cities is the best 
way to connect with families and young people. I hope that the 
Hundred with the power of free-to-air TV could become the Premier 
League of the summer months. There is definitely a gap in the 
market for that type of event in the months of July and August as 
we?ve seen with the successes of the Fifa World Cup and Olympic 
Games that have been on at the time of year.   

I just want to conclude by simply saying be careful what you wish 
for. This is a tournament that?s going to have a considerable amount 
of it being played out on prime time BBC television slots that?s sure 
to be fantastic entertainment for people who haven?t seen cricket 
before. If you?ve got this far into the article thank you very much for 
reading it.  

SillyPoint 



Joe Root

Lords, 2017
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Fun  an d  Gam es
New Zealand vs England, 2019 quiz.

1. It was the first ever test match at The Bay 
Oval. When was the last time England played 
the first ever test match at a new ground?

-Saurashtra Cricket Association Stadium, 
Rajkot

-Sophia Gardens, Cardiff

-Sir Vivien Richards Stadium, Antigua

2. Only once before this century had England 
been in the field longer then they were in the 
first innings at The Bay Oval, when was it?

-Antigua, 2004

-Lords, 2006 (vs Sri Lanka)

-Cape Town, 2016

3. How many of England?s players who played 
in the first test also played in the final test in 
2018 when England last came to New Zealand?

-3

-5

-4

4. How many runs did Santner and Watling put 
on for the 6th wicket in New Zealand?s only 
innings at The Bay Oval?

-261

-220

-195

5. Before the 2nd Test how many times had 
Ollie Pope kept wicket in a first class match?

-8

-5

-6

6. Which one of these other teams has Joe 
Root scored a double century against?

-South Africa

-Sri Lanka

-West Indies

7. What animal did Michael Atherton 
apparently say it would be really nice to be?

-Cow

-Dog

-Sheep

8. In England?s last three tours to New Zealand 
(including this one) how many tests have they 
won?

-1

-0

-2

Answers over the page



Answers 
1. Saurashtra Cricket Association Stadium, Rajkot in 2016 against India was the last time England played 
the first test match at a new ground.

2. At the start of 2016 England were in the field for 211 overs in Cape Town against South Africa. The 
other week New Zealand had England out there for just the 201 overs.

 3. Four players played in both matches that were 18 months apart; Root, Stokes, Broad and Leach who 
made his debut.

4. The record partnership was 261 between Watling and Santner.

5. It was just five first class matches Ollie Pope had kept wicket before the 2nd test match. The most 
recent one coming back in February for the Lions.

6. Joe Root has also made a double hundred against Sri Lanka at Lords in 2014. The other one came 
against Pakistan.

7. According to Bumble Athers looked up from his laptop on the way to the ground and wondered what it 
would be like to be a sheep.

8. Over the course of the last three tours in New Zealand stretching back to 2013 England haven?t won a 
single test match.

Mem e's of  t he m ont h
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